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Abstract 
A predicative semantics is a mapping of programs to predicates. These pred
icates characterize sets of acceptable observations. The presence of time in 
the observations makes the obvious weakest fixed-point semantics of itera
tive constructs unacceptable. This paper proposes an alternative. We will see 
that this alternative semantics is monotone and implementable (feasible). Fi
nally a programming theorem for iterative constructs is proposed, proved, 
and demonstrated. A novel aspect of this theorem is that it is not based on 
invariants. 
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0 FORMALIZATION 

0.0 Specifications and refinement 

Define xnat as the set of all natural numbers (nat) joined with an additional 
object oo. We will suppose the following properties of oo: it is larger than 
any natural number; oo + i = oo - i = oo, for all natural numbers i; and 
00-00 = 0. 

I will use a 'batch' model for specifications borrowed, in most respects, from 
(Hehner 1993). Let 'E be any type (a nonempty set). I will call the members 
of 'E 'states', which is suggestive of imperative programming, but the actual 
contents of 'E will only be relevant in the examples. Specifications are functions 
of type 

'E -+ xnat -+ 'E -+ xnat -+ bool 
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For example, (.Xu : E, T : xnat, u' : E, r' : xnat · r' ~ T A u' = u) is a 
specification. 

The variables u, u' : E and r, r' : xnat will be used in writing specifications 
follows: for any expression E, I write (E) for the abstraction of E with respect 
to these variables. For example, (r' ~TAu'= u) is an abbreviation for the 
specification (.Xu : E, T : xnat, u' : E, r' : xnat · r' ~ T A u' = u ). The variables 
are used as follows: u and u' represent the initial and final states while r, and 
r' represent the initial and final times. Thus the specification ( r' ~ T A u' = u) 
specifies that the final time is no less than the initial time and the final state 
is the same as the initial state. 

All boolean operators (T, .L, A, V, -., ::, ~, =*, <=)lift to the specification 
level; for example, if P and Q are specifications, P =* Q is the specification 

(P.u.r.u'.r' =* Q.u.r.u'.r') 

I use the symbols T and .L as the boolean constants true and false. 
Refinement is defined as 

(P!; Q) = (Vu, r,u', r' · P.u.r.u'.r' <= Q.u.r.u'.r') 

Equality of specifications is extensional 

(P = Q):: (P!; Q) A (Q!;;;; P) 

0.1 Discussion 

This formalization applies equally to imperative programming and to func
tional programming. In imperative programming E is a set of states and in 
functional programming E is a set of values. 

The use of predicates as specifications follows (Hehner 1984), (Hoare 1985), 
(Helmer 1993), (Hoare 1994), and (v. Karger and Hoare 1994). 

The treatment of time is based on (Hehner 1993) and (Hehner 1994). It 
is necessary to include the infinity value in the time domain in order to deal 
with infinite loops. Because a statement may sequentially follow an infinite 
loop, xnat is used both for the initial and final states. Time is considered a 
quantity orthogonal to state; this simplifies the writing of specifications, but 
as we will see, it complicates the theory somewhat. Using the algebra of xnat 
requires some care, as some laws of nat do not hold unconditionally. 

The use of predicates is reminiscent of the Z method (Spivey 1989), but 
the notion of refinement in Z is quite different and much harder to work 
with. More relevant are refinement calculi based on predicate transformers 
(Back and von Wright 1990) and (Morgan 1990). Binary predicates ordered 
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by refinement are order isomorphic to the universally conjunctive predicate 
transformers (Holt 1991). 

0.2 Bounds and classes of specifications 

A specification P is said to be progressive if 

(r1 ~ r)!;;;; P 

and to be implementable if 

(Vu, T · (3u1, T1 • P.u.r.u1.r1)) 

The term feasible is also used in the literature -e.g. (Morgan 1990)- for this 
property of specifications. 

A specification P is called a condition if it does not depend on its latter 
two arguments. An expression B is called a condition, if (B) is a condition. 

A function g of type E -+ xnat -+ xnat is called a bound of a specification 
R if 

(r1 S T + g.u.r) !;;;; R 

A specification R is said to be .,trongly bounded if it has a natural bound: 

(3g: E -+ xnat-+ nat· (r1 :5 T + g.u.r) !;;;; R) 

Such a specification guarantees termination after a finite amount of time. 
For a given specification R, we can consider the set of all bounds: 

{g: E-+ xnat-+ xnat I (r1 s T + g.u.r) !;;;; R} 

This set may be ordered pointwise: (g s h) = (Vu, T · g.u.r s h.u.r). For an 
implementable and progressive R, this set will have a minimum member m R 

characterized by 

( I I I R I I I ) mn.U.T = maxu, T .U.T.U .T · T - T 

Henceforth the subscript on m will be omitted if it is the letter R. The key 
property of m is that a computation, starting in state u at time T, could take 
as long as m.u.r: 

(Vu, T · (3u1, T1 • R.u.r.u1.T1 1\ T1 = m.u.T + r)) {0) 
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If m does not depend on its second argument, we say that R is time-insensitively 
bounded. 

Specifications that make no demands about the final state, when the initial 
time is oo are called reasonable. We want to allow reasonable specifications to 
be progressive. Define 

Z = (r = oo = r') 

a specification R is said to be reasonable iff 

R =ZVR 

0.3 Semantics 

The semantics of programming constructs is given by defining the simple 
constructs as specifications and compound constructs as functions from (one 
or more) specifications to specifications. A program can then be defined as a 
specification built using only the programing constructs. 

Some straight-line programming constructs are defined by: 

skip = (u' = u A r' = r) 

tick = (u' = u A r' = T + 1) 

P; Q = (3&, f · P.u.r.&.f A Q.&.f.u'.r') 

if BthenPelse Q =((B) A P) V (-..(B) A Q) 

In the if-statement, it will be assumed that B is a condition. The tick construct 
is not really a programming construct, but is useful in defining the while loop. 

It should be noted that these definitions hold for P and Q being any spec
ifications, not only those formed from programming constructs. 

For condition B and specification P define a function w B,P by 

WB,P·Q =if Bthen(P; tick; Q) else skip {1} 

Let W B,P stand for while B do P. Henceforth the subscripts on w and W will 
be omitted where they are the letters B, P. As in (Norvell1993} and (Norvell 
1994} I define the while loop by three axioms 

Progression: ( r' ~ r) ~ W 
Post-fixed-point: w. W ~ W 
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Induction: ( (r' ~ r) !;;:; Q) A ( w.Q !;;:; Q) => (W !;;:; Q) , for all Q. 

This definition of the while-loop is called the weakest progressive post-fixed
point definition. The lattice of progressive specifications is complete and thus 
we may apply the Knaster-Tarski (Tarski 1955) theorem to tell us that W is 
well defined, that it is a fixed-point: 

w.W=W (2) 

and that it is the weakest of the fixed-points: 

( (r' ~ r) !;;:; Q) A ( w.Q = Q) => (W!;;:; Q) , for all Q. 

As an alternative, but equivalent, definition, it is possible to replace the post
fixed-point and the induction axioms with these last two formula. 

0.4 Discussion 

It should be noted that the only action among the statements presented so far 
that is considered to take any time at all is the backward jump of the while 
loop. The "time" calculated for programs under this model is not proportional 
to the actual time that an implementation would take. However it does give 
the correct order for time complexities if all primitive operations are 0(1). 
This is not the only alternative, it is possible to use a semantics that keeps 
more careful traek of time. Further diseussion ean be found in (Hehner 1994). 

The importance of the progression axiom and the corresponding antecedent 
in the post-fixed-point axiom is that simply taking the weakest fixed-point of 
the equation 

W =if B then(P; tick; W) else skip 

would not result in a construct that is closed under progressiveness. For ex
ample, with the current definition we have 

(r' = oo)!;;:; while T do skip 

However, with the weakest fixed-point semantics, such a loop would not even 
he progressive. The difference between these approaches is manifested for (po
tentially) infinite loops, and one may wonder if these are worth the trouble. 
With the limited notion of observations used in this paper (initial and final 
states only), the point is arguable. However, for communieating programs, 
which can he modeled using a slightly richer notion of observations, (poten
tially) infinite loops are of great importance. 
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It might seem that it would be easier to simply work within the lattice 
of progressive specifications or even the semilattice of progressive and imple
mentable specifications. From a semantic point of view, this may be true. But 
from. the point of view of specifying, it is simplest if specifications are sim
ply predicates with no restrictions. Also the progressive specifications are not 
closed under negation, so this would restrict the ways in which specifications 
are composed. 

1 ESSENTIAL THEOREMS 

Compound programming constructs are generally monotonic with respect to 
refinement and preserve implementability and progressiveness. Both these 
properties hold for the while loop as defined above. 

We start by showing monotonicity. 

Theorem 0 For any condition B, and specifications P and Q, if P !; Q, 
then 

while B do P !; while B do Q 

Monotonicity is not hard to prove and illustrates all three axioms at work. 

WB,P!; WB,Q 

"Induction axiom with Q instantiated by WB,Q·" 

((r' ~ r)!; WB,Q) A (wB,P·WB,Q!; WB,Q) 

"Progression axiom (r' ~ r!; WB,Q) and prop. calc." 

WB,P·WB,Q!; WB,Q 

"Post-fixpoint axiom (wB,Q·WB,Q!; WB,Q) and 

transitivity of !; . " 

WB,P·WB,Q!; WB,Q·WB,Q 

=T "Definition of w (1)." 

if Bthen(P; tick; WB,Q)!; if Bthen(Q; tick; W8,q) 

" Monotonicity of if and ; 

P!;Q 
" 

Next we show that progressiveness and implementability are jointly pre
served. 

Theorem 1 For any condition B, and specification P, if 
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The proof is given in appendix 0. This proof also shows that progressiveness 
is preserved on its own. 

2 A PROGRAMMING THEOREM 

Among the most useful of the theorems in a refinement calculus are those 
of the form "if ... then R !; c.Po.Pl. · ... Pn-1" where c is a program con
structor. For example, in the theory used in this paper R !; if B then( (B) => 
R) else(..., (B) => R) is a useful theorem. 

In order to derive programs involving while-loops, we would like to have 
theorems that conclude with R !; while B do P. In most refinement calculi, 
such theorems are usually based on invariants. In (Hehner 1979) the idea of 
"recursive refinement" instead of invariants is suggested. In this section we 
propose a theorem based on recursive refinement. 

A specification R is said to be recursively refined if 

R!; if B then(P; tick; R) else skip (3) 

It is often true that when (3) is true, it is also true that 

R!; whileBdoP (4) 

So the question arises of under what conditions (3) implies (4). The next 
theorem presents one possible set of conditions. 

Theorem 2 For any condition B, and specifications P and R, if 

P is progressive; 
R is implementable, strongly bounded, time insensitively bounded, and rea

sonable; and 
R is recursively refined: 

R!; if B then(P; tick; R) else skip (5) 

then R!; whUeBdoP. 

The proof of this is by induction and is given in appendix 1. 
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2.0 Discussion 

It is informative to look at why additional conditions are required beyond (5} 
are required. 

Here is a simple counter example showing that (5} does not imply R !;;;; 
while B do P. Take P to be skip and B to be T. We have 

l. !;;;; if T then( skip; tick; l.) else skip 

But it is certainly not the case that 

l. !;;;; while T do skip 

as this would mean that the while loop is unimplementable. Yet we know from 
the Theorem 1 and the fact that skip is progressive and implementable that 
the while loop is also implementable. 

In (Hehner 1993} it is suggested that recursive refinement is only a valid 
programming method for implementable specifications. What if we restrict 
R to be an implementable specification? Again we are disappointed. Consider 
the following 'monster'. It is true that 

(u' = 0) !;;;; if T then( skip; tick; (u' = 0)) else skip 

and that 

(u' = 1} !;;;; if T then( skip; tick; (u' = 1)) else skip 

Yet, if it were true both that 

(u' = 0) !;;;; while T do skip 

and 

(u';:::: 1)!;;;; while T do skip 

we would have to conclude that 

l. !;;;; (u' = 0 Au' = 1) !;;;; while T do skip 

Again this contradicts the implementability of while loops. 
The problem illustrated in this example occurs basically because the loop 

is infinite. By adding the requirement of strong bounding, infinite loops are 
eliminated. The requirements that P be progressive and that the minimum 
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bound is not sensitive to the starting time ensure that the induction goes 
through. 

The requirement that R be reasonable is the most troubling, as it requires 
one to write specifications in a way that one otherwise would not. This re
quirement is necessary because the induction does not work when the initial 
time is oo. One solution to this problem is to use the ordinal numbers as the 
time domain rather than xnat. The problem with this 'solution' is that the 
proof of Theorem 1 no longer goes through. Other solutions might involve 
changing the definitions of refinement or of the programming constructs, or 
removing the orthogonality of time and state (i.e. treat specifications as bi
nary relations on (Ex nat) U {oo}). Such changes are rather undesirable as 
the simplicity of these definitions is an important attribute of the predicative 
programming approach. 

A somewhat similar theorem appears in (Sekerinski 1993). However the 
definition of the programming connectives (e.g. sequential composition) is 
different and the theorem can only be used to show that a specification is a 
fixed-point. From a programming point of view, this is less satisfactory as one 
is not so much interested in whether a while loop equals a given specification, 
but rather whether it implements the specification at hand. 

3 A PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE 

In imperative programming, E consists of states, which may be considered 
functions from program variable names to values. This function can be ex
tended to expressions. For any program variable name x, and expression E 
the assignment statement can be defined as 

x := E = (u'.x = u.E 1\ ('Vy E dom.u I x :f: y · u'.y = u.y) 1\ r' = r) 

where dom .u is the set of variable names. 
In this section, for any program variable name such as x, I will use the 

convention of writing x in specifications rather than u.x and of writing x' 
rather than u'.x. With this convention the assignment is simply 

x := E = (x' = E 1\ y' = y 1\ • · • 1\ r' = r) 

where the · · · depends on what variables are in the domain of the states. We 
have the following useful substitution law 

X := E; (P) = (P~) (6) 
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provided P is written with the convention. There is an a.ttalogous law for the 
time variable 

(7) 

I will solve a trivial programming example in two ways, illustrating the 
relationship of recursive refinement to the invariant method. The problem is 
that of finding the product of the elements in an array A of size N. The 
specification is 

S = (81 = (IIi E {0, .. N} · A.i) A r' :$ r + N} V Z 

I will write {i, .. k} for the set of all integers j, such that i :$ j < k and 
{i, .. ,k} for the set of all integers j, such that i :$ j :$ k. The "VZ" part of 
the specification is required to satisfy the condition of 'reasonableness'. The 
predicate Z was defined in Section 0.2. 

3.0 A solution that does not use an invariant 

We can refine S using the substitution law (supposing x is of type { 0, .. , N} ): 

S ~ 8,x := 1,0;RO 

where 

RO = (81 = 8 x (IIi E { x, .. N} · A.i) A r' :$ T + N- x) V Z 

This is refined by cases 

RO ~ if x < N then( (x < N} => RO) else skip 

Now we can refine the remaining specification: 

(x < N} => RO 
~ " Splitting the product. " 

( 81 = 8 x A.x x (IIi E { x + 1, .. N} · A.i) ) V z 
A r' :$ r + 1 + N- (x + 1) 

= "Substitution (6) and (7). " 

8,x := 8 x A.x,x + 1; tick;RO 
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Putting these results together (by the monotonicity of if) we get 

RO ~ ifx < Nthen(s,x := s x A.x,x + 1; tick;RO)elseskip 

Since all the conditions of Theorem 2 are met, we may conclude 

RO ~ whilex < Ndos,x := s x A.x,x + 1 

3.1 A solution using an invariant 

It should be noted that nowhere in the above development, nor even in the 
thinking behind it, did the formula 

s = (IIi E {0, .. x} · A.i) 

appear. This is the invariant that would be used if the invariant method were 
used. Recursive refinement does not exclude the use of invariants and, in the 
development of many loops, it is the simplest method. 

Using substitution, and some simplification, we could also refineS by 

S ~ s,x := 1,0;R1 

where R1 is 

(s =(IIi E {O, .. x} · A.i) => s' =(IIi E {O, .. N} · A.i) AT1 ~ T + N- x} V Z. 

As with RO we can derive that 

R1 ~ ifx < Nthen(s,x := s x A.x,x + 1; tick;R1)elseskip 

although the reasoning is a little more involved. Again the Theorem 2 can be 
applied. 

We can recognize that the R1 has the form of a precondition s = (IIi E 
{0, .. x} ·A.i) and a postrelation s' =(IIi E {0, .. N}·A.i) AT'~ T+N -x, and 
that the precondition is a loop invariant, but there is no real need to think in 
these terms. 

3.2 Views and refinement by parts 

It may seem unpleasant to carry the specification of the time bound around 
while deriving a recursive refinement. However, it is not necessary to consider 
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all parts of a specification while deriving a refinement for it. Iff is a monotone 
function of specifications, then 

(TAU~ f.(V A W)) ~ (T ~ f.V) A (U ~ f.W) 

In particular it may be useful to derive a recursive refinement for only the 
part of the specification that does not deal with time and then check that the 
same recursive refinement applies to the remainder of the specification. 

For example RO can be split into two 'views': RO = T A U 

T = (s'=sx(IIiE{x, .. N}·A.i}VZ 
U = (r'~r+N-x}VZ 

We can then derive that 

T ~ if x < N then( s, x := A.x, x + 1; tick; T) else skip 

and check that 

U ~if x < Nthen(s,x := A.x,x + 1; tick; U) else skip 

This gives us that 

RO ~ ifx < Nthen(s,x := A.x,x + 1; tick; RO)else skip 

4 CALCULATING THE LOOPS. 

Weakest prespecification (Hoare and He 1987} is defined as 

S...(U =(Vir, f · U.u'.r'.fr.f:::? S.u.r.fr.f} (8} 

The key property of the weakest prespecification is this Galois connection: 

(S...(U ~ T)::: (S ~ T;U) (9) 

Suppose one has an R that is implementable, strongly bounded, time in
sensitively bounded, and reasonable. The remaining condition on R, that of 
recursive refinement, is equivalent to the conjunction 

(R ~(-.B) A skip) 

A ( ({B) :::? R)./ (tick; R} ~ P) 

(10} 
(11} 
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So one can find a suitable loop implementation for R by first finding a B 
such that (10) (of course, the stronger this B is, the better) and then using 
as a loop body P = (r' ~ r) A ((B)::} R)/(tick;R), which is the weakest, 
progressive specification satisfying {11). Any refinement method can then be 
attempted to refine P by a program. 

The first step, that of searching for a suitable B, can also be made more 
calculational. One can start with -.R.u.r.u.r, which is the strongest solution 
of (10), and then weaken until a condition is found that is easily implemented. 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK. 

I have presented a semantics for iteration within a particular version of the 
refinement calculus. This semantics has been shown to enjoy the properties 
one would expect and also to give interesting results for infinite loops that 
suggest applications for communicating processes. From the semantics, I have 
proved a theorem that allows it to be used in the derivation of programs. 

The proofs are done in a calculational and point-free style. 
Although the notation used is suggestive of imperative programming, the 

results are equally applicable to functional programming- program variables 
are only introduced in the examples. 

As mentioned above, one of the prime motivations for the weakest progres
sive post-fixed-point definition of while loops is to accommodate communi
cating processes. In this case observations would consist not only of an initial 
and final state, but also a history of communications. Thus generalizing these 
results to this more general setting is important. 
· Once processes may interact, potentially infinite loops become of greater 
interest and the restriction to strong bounding is too severe. The search for 
such programming theorems will be the subject of future research. 

The work so far has concentrated on while loops, but the results should be 
extendible to any set of mutually recursive subroutines. 

The relationship to (v. Karger and Hoare 1994) is intriguing. In that paper 
a very abstract calculus of specifications is presented. The principal difference 
between their calculus and relational calculus is the replacement of the con
verse operator by a relative converse operator. This prevents the formation 
of specifications that "undo". This is the same motivation for restricting our 
attention to the lattice of progressive specifications and forming fixed-points 
within that lattice. 
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APPENDIX 0 PROOF OF THE IMPLEMENTABILITY 
THEOREM 1 

(This appendix represents joint work with Eric Hebner.) 
Given an implementable and progressive P we must show that 

W = whileBdoP 

too is implementable and progressive. 
Throughout this appendix specification P will be assumed to be imple

mentable and progressive. Rather than work with P, I will work with PO= 
P; tick. PO is also implementable and progressive. 

By the progression axiom, we know that W = while B do P is progressive. 
The question remains whether it is implementable. 

Suppose we can find an implementable Q that is also progressive and such 
that 

if B then( PO; Q) else skip !;; Q 

The induction axiom tells us that W !;; Q. Since any specification that is 
refined by an implementable specification must itself be implementable, this 
would imply that W is implementable. Thtis the goal becomes: find a Q that 
is implementable, progressive, and a post-fixed-point. 

There must be at least one progressive fixed-point. We know this because 
W is one example. In the following let S be any progressive fixed-point: 

T1 ~T!;; S 
S = if B then( PO; S) else skip 

(12) 
(13) 

S may or may not be implementable. We define a condition D to identify the 
initial states for which S accepts no final state: 

D = -,(3u', r' · S.u. r.u'. r') (14) 

Now define Q as 

Q = S V ( (D A r' = oo}) (15) 

It is clear that Q is implementable and progressive. We need only prove that 
it is a post-fixed-point. 
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To do this I will use two lemmata to be proved later: 

(11) ~ (lJ) 
(D) A PO; X = (1J) A PO; ((D) A X) 
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(16} 
(17} 

for any X. Both follow from the fact that S is a fixed-point and will be proved 
later. 

We prove that Q is a post-fixed-point by considering separately D true and 
D false. First for D true: 

(D) 1\ (if 11then(PO;Q}elseskip) 
= "(16} (B)~ (D)." 

(lJ) A (PO; Q) 
= " Defn of Q. " 

(D) A (PO; (SV (DAr'= oo)}) 

= " Distribute ; over V . " 

(D) A ((PO;S) V (PO; (DAr'= oo))) 

= " Lemma (16} (B) ~ (D) " 

(D) A ((if Bthen(PO; S) else skip} V (PO; (DAr'= oo) )) 

= " S is a fixed-point. " 

(1J) A (SV (PO; (DAr'= oo))) 

= "Lemma (17}." 
(D) A (S V (PO; (r' = oo)}) 

~ " PO is implementable. " 

(D) A (S V (r' = oo)) 

= " Propositional calculus. " 

(D) A (S V (lJ A r' = oo)) 

= " Defn of Q. " 
(D) A Q 

Now forD false: 

.., (D) 1\ (if B then( PO; Q) else skip) 

= " Defn of Q. " 
.., (D) 1\ (if B then( PO; (S V (D 1\ r' = oo))) else skip) 

~ " Monotonicity. " 

.., (D) 1\ (if B then( PO; S) else skip) 
= " S is a fixed-point. " 
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-.(D) AS 

= " Propositional calculus . " 

..., (D) A (S V (DAr'= oo)) 
= " Defn of Q. " 

-.(D) A Q 

From 

(D) A (if Bthen(PO;Q)elseskip!;;; (D) A Q 

and 

..., (D) A (if B then( PO; Q) else skip !;;; ..., (D) A Q 

we can conclude 

if B then( PO; Q) else skip !;;; Q 

It remains to prove the two lemmata. We start with (16) 

(B)!;;; (D) 
= " Contrapositive. " 

..., (D) !;;; ..., (B) 

= " Definition of D. " 

(3u', r' · S.u.r.u'.r') !;;;; ..., (B) 

= " S is a fixed-point. " 

(3u', r' ·(if Bthen(PO; S) else skip ).u.r.u'.r') !;;; ..., (B) 

= " Definition of if . " 
(3u', r' · skip.u. r.u'. r') !;;; ..., (B) 

= " skip is implementable. " 

T 

It now remains only to prove (17). This follows easily from 

(D') !;;;; PO A (D) 

(D' is D with u and T replaced by u' and r') which is proved by contradiction. 
Start with the negation: 

3u, r, u', r' · D A PO.u. r.u'. r' A -.D' 
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" Rename variables. " 

3u, r, u", T11 • D 1\ PO.u. T.0'11 • T11 1\ -.D11 

"Defn D." 
3u, r,u", T11 • D 1\ PO.u.r.u11.T11 1\ (3u1, T1 • S.u11.T11 .u1.r1) 

" Predicate calculus: 3 over 1\ • " 

3u, r, u1, T1, u", T11 • D 1\ PO.u. r.u11 • T11 1\ S.u11 • T11 .0'1• T1 

" Predicate calculus: 3 over 1\ . " 
I I ( 11 11 11 II s II II I I) 3u,T,O',T ·DI\ 3u ,T ·PO.O'.T.O' .T 1\ .0' .T .O'.T 

" Definition of ; . " 

3u, T, 0'1, T1 • D 1\ (PO; S).u. r.u1• T1 

" Lemma (16}. " 

3u, r, u1, r 1 • D 1\ (if B then( PO; S) else skip ).u.r.u1.T1 

" S is a fixed-point. " 

3u, r, u1, T1 • D 1\ S.u. T.u1• T1 

"Defn D." 
3 I I (3 I I s I I) 1\ s I I O',T,O' ,T •..., 0' ,T • .O'.T.O' .T .O'.T.O' .T 

" Predicate calculus: 3 over 1\ • " 

3u, T · -.(3u1, T1 • S.u. r.u1• r 1) 1\ (3u1, T1 • S.u. r.u1• r1) 

" Contradiction. " 

.L 

APPENDIX 1 PROOF OF THE WHILE-LOOP THEOREM 2 

We will assume 

P is progressive; 

431 

R is implementable, strongly bounded, time insensitively hounded, and rea
sonable; and 

R is recursively refined: 

R !; if B then(P; tick; R) else skip 

It must he shown that R!; whileBdoP. 
Throughout this appendix condition B and specification P will he assumed 

to have the properties stated in Theorem 2. 
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APPENDIX 1.0 {r = oo} or {r e nat} 

Ultimately I want to proveR~ W. I will prove this by cases on {r = oo); i.e. 
by proving R ~ {T = oo} A W and R ~ {T E nat} A W. I start with the first 

{T = oo) A W 

;! " Progression axiom " 

{T = oo) A {T1 ~ T) 
= " xnat arithmetic" 

{T = 00 = T1) 

;! " Definition of Z and generalization" 

ZVR 

= " R is reasonable " 

R 

APPENDIX 1.1 B or ...,B 

It remains to proveR~ {T E nat} A W. I will prove this by cases on {B). The 
easy case is when B is initially false. We do not need to use the fact that T is 
finite. 

-,{B) A W (18} 
= " W is a fixpoint of w (2). " 

-.{B) Aw.W 

= "Definition of w (1). " 

.., {B) A if B then( P; tick; W) else skip 
= " Definition of if. " 

-.{B) A skip 

= "Definition of if. " 
-.{B) A if B then(P; tick; R) else skip 

= " Definition of w (1}. " 

-.{B) Aw.R 

;! "R is recusively refined (5} and monotonicity of A." 

-.{B) AR 

;;;! " Specialization. " 

R 
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On the other hand what about the case when B is initially true? 

(B) 1\ (r E nat} 1\ W (19) 
= "W is a fixpoint of w (2)." 

(B) 1\ (r E nat} 1\ w.W 
= " Definition of w (1). " 

(B) 1\ (r E nat} 1\ if B then(P; tick; W) else skip 
= " Definition of if. " 

(B) 1\ (r E nat} 1\ (P; tick; W) 
= " B 1\ (r E nat} is a condition. " 

((B) 1\ (r E nat} 1\ P); tick; W 

At this point we are a little stuck. It is time to bring out the heavy artillery ... 

APPENDIX 1.2 The repetend decreases the bound more 
than it spends time. 

Here and below, I will write M for the expression m.u.r, and M' for m.u'.r'. 
As R is strongly bounded, M is a natural number (i.e. not oo ); as R is time
insensitively bounded, it does not depend on T. 

We now use our knowledge of R to conclude that P decreases the bound 
more than it spends time. 

" Recursive refinement ( 5) " 

R!:;;; w.R 
= " Definition of w (1). " 

R !:;;; if B then( P; tick; R) else skip 
=> " Definition of if. " 

R!:;;; (B) 1\ (P; tick; R) 
"B is a condition. " 

R !:;;; ((B) 1\ P); tick; R 
=> "As M is a bound, (r' ~ T + M}!:;;; R; transitivity of !:;;; . " 

(r' ~ T + M} !:;;; ((B) 1\ P); tick; R 
" R could take as much time as M . " 

(r' + M' ~ T + M} !:;;; ((B) 1\ P); tick 
" M does not depend on T " 

(r' + M' + 1 ~ T + M) !:;;; (B) 1\ P 

(20) 

(21) 
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The hint at step (20) is an appeal to computational intuition, but can be 
fleshed out. To do so, we use the weakest prespecification (8). 

It will be helpful to restate (0) using different variable names: 

( \.J I I (3. . R I I • • A . I Ml)) vU,T • U,T• .U.T.U.T T=T + 

We can now calculate: 

( T 1 ::; T + M) .(' R 
= " Definition of weakest prespecification. " 

/WA A R I I A A A < + M) ,.u,T • .U .T .U.T ~ T _ T 

;;;! "Specialize to any iT and t that (22) says exist. 

(These variables are dependant on u1 and T 1.) " 

(R.u1.T1.ir.f ~ t::; T + M) 
= "From (22) we know R.u1.T1.u.f. " 

(t::; T + M) 
= "From (22) we know t = T 1 + M 1• " 

(T1 + M1 ::; T + M) 

Now we can flesh out step (20): 

(T1 ::; T + M) I; ((B) A P); tick; R 
"Galois connection (9). " 

(T1 ::; T + M) .(' R I; ((B) A P); tick 
"Calculation (23) and transitivity. " 

(T1 + M 1 ::; T + M) I; ((B) A P); tick 

This completes the proof of (21). As a corollary we have: 

(22) 

(23) 

"P decreases the bound more than it consumes time (21)." 

(T1 + M 1 + 1 ::; T + M) I; (B) A p 

= 

= 

" P is progressive. " 

(T1 + M 1 + 1 ::; T +MAT ::; T1) I; (B) A p 
" Monotonicity of A " 

(T1 + M 1 + 1::; T +MAT::; T1 ATE nat) I; (B) A (T E nat) A P 
" Both M and M1 are naturals " 

(T1 + M' + 1 ::; T +MAT ::; T1 AT, T1 E nat) I; (B) A (T E nat) A P 
" Transitivity of ::; . " 
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(r' + M' + 1 ~ r' +MAr ~ r' A r, r' E nat} ~ (B) A (r E nat} A P 
=> " nat arithmetic. " 

(M' + 1 ~ MAT~ T1 A r, T 1 E nat} ~ (B} A (r E nat} A P 
=> " Weakening the LHS of the refinement. " 

(M' + 1 ~ M} ~(B) A (r E nat} A P 

=> " M is natural. " 

(M' < M} ~(B) A (r E nat} A P (24) 

APPENDIX 1.3 The induction 

With these results in hand, we will prove that R ~ W. As we already have 
R ~ ..., (B) A W, and R ~ (B) A (r = oo} A W it remains to prove R ~ 
(B}A(r E nat} A W. The proof is by complete induction on M, which, because 
of strong bounding, is a natural expression. Specifically we will prove, for any 
natural i, 

R ~ (M = i} A (r E nat} A (B) A W 

follows from the induction hypothesis R ~ (M < i} A (r E nat} A (B) A W. In 
light of calculation (18), we can see that the induction hypothesis implies 

R ~ (M < i} A (r E nat} A W (25) 

Calculate 

(M = i} A (r E nat} A (B) A W 

= " Calculation (19). " 

(M = i} A ((B) A ( T E nat} A P); tick; W 
;;;! " (24). " 

((B) A P); ( (M < i} A (r E nat} A tick); W 
= " Time insensitivity. " 

( (B} A P); tick; ( (M < i) A ( T E nat) A W) 
;;;! "Induction hypothesis (25)." 

((B) A P); tick; R 
= " B is a condition. " 

(B) A (P; tick; R) 
;;;! " Definition of if. " 

if Bthen(P; tick;R)elseskip 
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= "Definition of w {1). " 

w.R 
~ " R is recursively refined ( 5). " 

R 

It is interesting that there is no need to break the proof into zero and non-zero 
cases. The reason is that one falls into the ....,B case before hitting zero. 
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Richard Bird: I would like to propose as a discussion topic a question that 
has been implicit in some previous discussions. Even confining ourselves to 
the derivation of small programs rather than large systems, why are there so 
many calculi? Ask yourselves: why do I never use anyone else's calculus, and 
why does no one ever use mine? While you are thinking about how you might 
respond to these questions, can I ask Tom Maibaum to reiterate a story he 
told at lunch today. 

Tom Maibaum: It is a story about Newton and Leibniz. We know they both 
invented the calculus at the same time, but what is less well-known is what 
happened thereafter. There was a schism and the British refused to use the 
superior Leibniz notation for purely emotional reasons: it was not invented 
in the UK. Historians of mathematics, including UK historians, now agree 
that if you look at this period, mathematics was held back in the UK very 
substantially by this decision. It is a very good story about how the refusal to 
use a superior notation for calculation purposes had a significant effect on the 
advancement of science. As a footnote, one of the people who re-introduced 
Leibniz's notation into British mathematical education was Babbage. As a 
student at Cambridge, he and two other students- one of them the son of the 
Astronomer Royal, Herschel, found the French book, translated and expanded 
it, and it became the standard textbook about calculus in the UK for much 
of the last century. 

Armando Haeberer: I agree that the reason was emotional. For the same 
reason the English did not change their calendar for some years, and still drive 
on the wrong side of the road! By the way, when using analog computers as 
integrators, it is easier to use Newtonian notation with the dots, because each 
time you put in an integrator, you take out a dot in the equation. So, notation 
and the purpose to which it is put are closely related. 

Jose Fiadeiro: When you say 'use' a calculus, do you mean to do something 
other than develop the calculus, to use it to do real things? Can the inventor 
of a calculus really be said to use it? 

Bob Paige: How would you evaluate one calculus versus another? If you get 
most programmers to choose between different calculi, then it may be that 
a large number of them will simply head off in one direction or another and 
that will decide it. It could be because Americans prevail, or Germans, or 
whatever. 

Richard Bird: During this conference, I asked a participant a question "How 
useful is calculus X?". The reply I got was: "It hides detail, allows relatively 
index-free formulations, and provides some conceptual unity". These are not 
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culture based criteria are they? They are scientific criteria that can be applied 
by anyone. I have used three or four different calculi in my work on program 
derivation. The first was based on imperative notations; then I was influenced 
by David Turner and used a functional notation because it clearly met the 
first two criteria above; finally, I was persuaded by Oege de Moor to use a 
relational calculus in a categorical setting, partly because of the third criterion, 
and partly because of the large amount of work done by others in the area. 
Actually, the real question I asked the colleague was: "Does it appear to you 
that the use of category theory in algorithmics is more important than its use 
in general systems theory, or about the same?". 

Sharon Curtis: We are all individuals, working on different problems, with 
different kinds of research to do, and with different ideas on how to do it. As 
a member of one research group, I use a relational calculus common to that 
group. In fact, this calculus was not able to deal with one kind of problem, so 
I invented another calculus. Somebody thought of using this calculus to solve 
a problem that had taken about a fortnight of manpower, and it dropped in 
two minutes. 

Thilo Gaul: The third question seems to me to be like the question one pro
gramming language designer asks another: Why don't you use my language? 
You shouldn't ask such questions. 

Oege de Moor: I'd like to disagree with asking these questions at all. The 
first question - why there are so many calculi - would be relevant if there was 
a divergence and we saw many more different calculi appearing all the time. I 
don't think that is true; since the last time I was here there has definitely been 
a convergence, at least at the conceptual level. Of course, we don't agree about 
notation but it would be unhealthy to standardize at present. Why do I never 
use a different calculus? Of course, we do; we use different calculi according 
to the problem area. If we wanted to modify these questions to make them 
more relevant, we might try to ask how to increase the rate of convergence 
towards a unified theory. One way of doing that might be to agree to have 
a specific area where we look for applications. An obvious candidate would 
be scheduling algorithms, because Doug Smith has made a lot of progress 
there. Another area might be the processing of structured information; for 
example, you could think of compression algorithms used to send structured 
information over the internet. By focusing on such problems, we might be 
able to make scientific comparisons between variations of essentially the same 
calculus. 

Doug Smith: Interestingly, I have a completely different set of considera
tions that go into what kind of calculus I am interested in working with. One 
is how well you can automate it. To my mind that rules out the fold-unfold 
technique which I used a long time ago and regard as a nice sort of machine 
language little thing, but its not going to lead to effective automation. An
other issue is the granularity of transformations. It is not economical to make 
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hundreds of design decisions to reach reasonable code. That puts the empha
sis on calculi that capture large chunks of programming knowledge. Another 
aspect is inclusiveness. Can my calculus include, say, all of Bob Paige's work 
on finite differencing and fixed-point induction, as well as the best aspects of 
the squiggol work, and so on?. If not, then you are not getting leverage from 
the best ideas world-wide. 

One other comment that comes to mind, thinking about the calculus as a 
paradigm: as I understand it, mechanized support for symbolic integration 
doesn't use the basic techniques we learned for doing calculus; the Risch algo
rithm and other techniques use much more sophisticated larger grain chunks 
of knowledge, vastly outperforming what people can do by hand. 

Wolf Zimmermann: For numerical computations I think I would disagree 
with you that they want relatively index-free formulations. Sometimes they 
even try to have indexed formulations when computing references. 

Richard Bird: But in an earlier discussion it was said that numerical analysts 
think in terms of matrix notations when they write their Fortran programs. 

Fritz Bauer: It is very uneconomical for a numerical analyst to think in such 
a way for sparse matrices, so they are forced to go into indexing. And then 
comes references to indices, and so on. 

Bob Paige: I don't think you would object to modifying the criterion to read 
"it allows relatively index-free or indexed formulations". [Laughter] 

Alberto Pettorossi: What is important is the expressivity of the relevant 
properties. I would also add decidability properties as an important criterion. 
It would be a very weak calculus if I cannot decide whether two expressions 
are equal, or one subsumes the other. 

Wim Hesselink: I would like to add one criterion not yet discussed. That 
is, the possibility that the syntax of expressions give some indication of how 
to proceed. In Dijkstra's words: let the symbols do the work. I wouldn't say 
that it is always needed, but it can be a strong point in favour of a calculus. 

A related comment on what we have heard concerns Wile's remark that 
induction was to be avoided because it was so difficult. The theorem prover I 
am using is often able to find induction hypotheses on the grounds of syntax, 
and that is one of its strong points. 

Jim Boyle: I would like to say in regard to the second question as to why 
don't I use someone else's calculus, I think that all of the non French speaking 
people who have tried to use the computers here understand part of the answer 
to that question. [Laughter] 


